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FRAMES ASSOCIATED WITH AN ABELIAN /-GROUP

JAMES J. MADDEN

Abstract. Every archimedean /-group (lattice-ordered group) with weak unit

is shown to be isomorphic to a sub-/-group of the /-group of continuous real-

valued functions on a Tychonoff locale canonically associated with the /-group.

This strengthens the classical Yosida representation theorem in a useful way.

The proof uses methods from universal algebra and is constructive.

Introduction

The Yosida Representation Theorem states that every archimedean /-group

with weak unit is isomorphic to a sub-/-group of the partial /-group of all con-

tinuous Ru{±oo}-valued functions with dense domains of reality on a compact

Hausdorff space. J. Vermeer and this author showed in a previous paper [MV2]

that this implies the following "localic Yosida theorem:" every archimedean

/-group with weak unit is isomorphic to a sub-/-group of the /-group of all con-

tinuous real-valued functions on a regular Lindelöf locale (the "Yosida locale").

The paper in hand first presents a proof of the localic Yosida theorem which

does not depend on the classical theorem and then applies ideas involved in

the proof to study certain functors from /-groups to frames and to er-frames
which are related to the Yosida representation. The perspective taken here is

from universal algebra, in contrast to the topological point of view which was

adopted in [MV2]. This proves to be much more transparent and informative.

One advantage of the direct proof of the localic Yosida theorem is aesthetic.

The Yosida locale was constructed in [MV2] by removing points—in some

cases all of them—from the classical Yosida space. Effort is obviously wasted
in manufacturing points which will later only have to be discarded. There

are several practical advantages in a direct proof also, especially in terms of

clarity and concreteness. For example, a certain functor from /-groups to o-
frames which plays a crucial role in [MV2] is described there as a composite of

functors which themselves require involved definitions (see after 3.1 in [MV2]).

In contrast, in this paper, we give a transparent description of this functor by

means of generators and relations (§7) by exploiting some of the machinery

developed in the direct proof of the localic Yosida theorem. Another practical

gain is the light which the direct proof sheds upon the relationship between the
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topologies of the Yosida space and of the Yosida locale and various lattices of

Z-complete /-ideals, where " X " refers to some prescribed class of suprema in

the /-group. In particular, we get an easy Corollary (6.3) saying that the weak-

unital archimedean /-groups closed under countable composition are classified

up to isomorphism by their lattices of (relatively) uniformly complete /-ideals.

A third practical gain is the indication of ways in which localic methods might

be extended to the category of all archimedean /-groups. The approach of

[MV2] depends on functorial features of the classical Yosida theorem which do

not work when weak units are absent or not preserved by the morphisms. In the

present paper, we find functors (y of (3.1) and a-"y of §7) which generalize

the functors of [MV2] in what appear to be useful ways.

In writing a direct proof of the localic Yosida theorem, something very pleas-

ant (and not wholly unanticipated) was noted, namely that the axiom of choice

was never used and in fact the proof was valid constructively. In this paper,

pains have been taken to present constructive arguments for all results con-

tained in §§1 through 4. This includes a proof that every archimedean /-group

with weak unit admits an injection into the /-group of all real-valued func-

tions on a completely regular locale. The constructive existence of the localic

representation means that it is actually a much stronger tool than the classical

representation, since it exists in any topos with a natural number object. As

is well known, this degree of generality is quite relevant to "down to earth"

mathematics in the usual set-theoretic universe. For example, we automatically

have a new representation theorem for sheaves of /-groups. This is completely

different from Keimel's representation of /-groups by sections of sheaves and

means (roughly) that a continuously varying representation can be chosen for a

continuously varying family of /-groups. However, we leave the exploration of

such applications for another occasion.

The algebraic methods developed in this paper to replace the topological
methods of [MV2] provide ways of simplifying parts of the complicated the-

ory of /-group extensions which has been worked out by Ball and Hager and

Ball-Hager-Neville in a long series of papers. Some results along these lines

will appear in [M2]. The efficiency of the frame-theoretic approach suggests

the possibility of a much broader role for frames in connection with parts of

analysis and measure theory, especially where representations of abstract alge-

bras as algebras of continuous functions come into play. As opposed to other

work applying frames to analysis, e.g. Mulvey [Mu], the point to be made here

is not primarily that theorems valid in a topos can be proved, but just that
frame methods are extraordinarily efficient and clear. This echoes a position

stated convincingly by J. R. Isbell at the 1988 Northeast Conference on General

Topology. To the objection which may occur to some readers—namely, that the

classical Yosida theorem can be proved in two pages, while the localic version

presented seems to require a much longer proof—the reply is this: the starting

point in our proof is the definition of an /-group and a few elementary proper-

ties of frames. If §2 is viewed as part of the proof, then our starting point does

not even include any of the elementary properties of the real numbers. Familiar

proofs of the classical version depend on extensive background in archimedean

/-groups, the theory of /-groups ideals and lots of elementary, but lengthy to

prove, facts about the real number system.
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Added in proof. A discussion of the main motivating ideas of the present work

has appeared in [Mi].
The contents of this paper are as follows. Section 1 reviews the presentation

of frames by generators and relations. Rather than using the terminology of

"sites" (as in [J]) or the approach via prepositional theories (as in [BM]), a lan-

guage emphasizing the analogy with universal algebra has been adopted. This

seemed most likely to be immediately accessable to the intended audience. The

three examples of §1 are well known. In §2, a constructive proof that the locale

of real numbers is an /-group is sketched. Such proofs are well known to many

category-theorists, but it is difficult to extract a proof from published sources.

Section 3 introduces the system of relations needed to define the Yosida locale

of an arbitrary /-group. In §4, the Yosida locale and the localic representation

of a pointed /-group (A, e) are defined. It is shown constructively that the

representation is an /-homomorphism, that the Yosida locale is completely reg-

ular and that the representation has zero kernel when A is archimedean and

e is a weak unit. In §5, we relate the Yosida locale to the frame of (relatively)

uniformly closed /-ideals. Section 6 gives generators and relations for the topol-

ogy of the classical Yosida space, then uses this to show that the Yosida locale,

as defined in §4, is the same object treated in [MV2]. Section 7 discusses the

er-frames determined by the same generators and relations used to define the

Yosida space and the Yosida locale.

The reader unfamiliar with frames and locales can very rapidly pick up the

background knowledge we assume by reading selected parts of P. T. Johnstone's

book [J], especially the first sections of Chapter II. In order to fix notation, we

repeat a bit. A frame is a lattice with top T and bottom A in which every

subset has a supremum and in which the following distributive law holds:

üa\/b = \J{aAb\beB}.

A morphism of frames is a map between frames which preserves top, bottom,

finite infima and all suprema. The category of frames is denoted Frm. Its

formal opposite, the category of locales, is denoted Loc If F is a frame, the
corresponding locale is denoted L(F). If I is a locale, the corresponding

frame is denoted O(L). If X is a topological space, its frame of open subsets
is also denoted O(X). Note that in [J], Johnstone would write just F 'where

we write L(F), L where we write O(L) and Si(X) where we write LO(X).
The symbol £ denotes the initial object in the category of frames, i.e. the two

element frame {T, _L} .
All /-groups in this paper are abelian and we use additive notation. An

abelian /-group is an abelian group equipped with a semilattice operation V

for which x + (yV z) = (x + y)\l (x + z) for all elements x, y, and z . (This

is equivalent to the definition, in [BKW], and indeed constructively so.) In an

abelian /-group, the operation A is defined by x Ay = -(-x V —y).

1. Frames by generators and relations

In [J, 11.2.11], Johnstone describes and justifies a method of specifying frames

by giving generators and relations. We will use this repeatedly below, so we

describe the procedure in this section. We have chosen here to use terminology
which emphasizes the analogy with familiar procedures from universal algebra.
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What we say may easily be translated into the terminology of Johnstone's book,
if one desires.

Let F(E) be the free frame on the set E. If /: E -> G is a set map from

E to a frame G, then / denotes the unique induced frame morphism from

F(E) to G. Suppose R is any subset of F(E) x F(E). One may view R as

a set of equations between frame words in the symbols E . The frame freely

generated by E subject to the relations J? is a set map j from E to a frame
(for the time being unnamed) such that:

(l)If (x,y)eR, then J(x)=J(y).
(2) If (po is a set map from E to a frame and <pQ(x) = <pQ(y) for all (x, y) e

R, then there is a unique frame morphism <p such that (p o j — <p0 .

It is easy to see that for the codomain of j we may take F(E)/K(R), where

K(R) is the frame congruence generated by R, and it is permissible to refer

to this frame as the frame freely generated by E subject to R. Generally, we

choose a suggestive symbol other than F(E)/K(R) to denote the codomain of

j . It is convenient when specifying a frame by generators and relations to give

R by stating equations satisfied in the codomain of j by the images of the

elements of E, as in the following examples.

1.1. Example. We describe coproducts in Frm. Let A and B be frames and

let A x B be the product of the (underlying sets) of A and B. Let j: AxB -»

A®B be the frame freely generated by AxB subject to the following relations:

(C)  j((T, T)) = T ; j((a, _L)) = j((± ,b)) = ±,
(C2)  j((a, b)) A j((a', b')) = j((a Aa',bA b')),
(C3)  y{j((x,b))\xeX} = j((yx,b));

y{j((a,y))\yeY} = j((a,yY)).

This is analogous to the definition of the tensor product of rings. The gener-

ator j((a, b)) will often be written a<8>b, and every element of A®B is of the
form V{flA ® bx\X e 1} . Together with the morphisms ai->a®T (a e A) and

b i-> T®b (b e B), A®B is the coproduct of A and B in Frm. More details
can be found in [J]. For a deep exploration of the analogy between frames and

rings, see [JT].

1.2. Example. We shall give a presentation of a certain frame M which will

be the frame-theoretic counterpart of the topological /-group of real numbers.

Let Q be the totally ordered set of rational numbers. Elements of QxQ will

be written with sharp brackets, e.g., (0, 1). Define j: Q x Q —► A% to be the

frame freely generated by QxQ subject to the following relations:

(R,) If b<a, j((a,b)) = ±,
(R2) j((a, b)) A j((c, d)) = j((max{a, c}, min{b, d})),

(R3) if a < c < b < d, j((a, b)) V j((c, d)) - j((a, d)),
(R4)  y{j((x, y))\a <x<y<b}= j((a, b)),
(R5)  V{;«*,y))|(*,y)eQxQ} = T.

For convenience, the generator j((a, b)) will be written just (a, b). Also, we

will write (-co, b) and (a, oo) as abbreviations for \/{(x, b)\x e Q} and

\J{(a, y)\y e Q} respectively.
If R is the space of real numbers and q>o '■ Q x Q -» 0(R) is defined by letting

<Po((a, b)) = {x e R\a < x < b}, then <po satisfies conditions (Ri)-(Rs) and
hence extends to a frame morphism <p : ¿% —► 0(R). The Heine-Borel theorem
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can be used to show that tp is an isomorphism, see [FH]. Interestingly, however,

it is not constructively valid that (p is an isomorphism, see [FH or J]. In stating

and proving the constructive version of the Yosida theorem, it turns out to be

A% and not 0(R) which has the appropriate properties. The frame 0(R) is

not very useful to us.

1.3. Example. The frame of all /-ideals of an abelian /-group can be presented

by generators and relations. Let A be an abelian /-group and let A+ = {a e

A\a > 0}. Let *f(A) be the frame freely generated by A+ subject to the
following relations:

(Ii)  7(0) = 1,
(I2) j(aAb) = j(a)Aj(b),

(h) j(a + b) = j(a)Vj(b),
(I4)  j(avb)=j(a)vj(b).

Let l-ldl(A) denote the set of all /-ideals of A. By [BKW], l-ldl(A) is
a frame in the order induced by (set-theoretic) inclusion. For each a e A+,

let io(a) be the smallest /-ideal of A containing a. By arguments similar to

those of [J, pp. 211-212] (see also [BKW]) the map z'o satisfies relations (lx)-
(U), so it determines a frame morphism i: <f(A) -+ U\dl(A). Obviously,

ii\f{i(x)\x e X}) is the /-ideal generated by X, so /' is surjective. In order

to describe the kernel of i, first observe that if y e A+ belongs to the /-
ideal generated by X ç A+ , then there is some finite sequence xx, ... , xn of

elements of X such that y <xx-\-Vxn, and thus j(y) < j(xx) V • ■ • V j(xn).

It follows that if subsets X and Y generate the same /-ideal of A, then

\/{j(x)\xeX} = \J{j(y)\yeY}.

Thus, the only elements of ¿?(A) which are identified by the morphism i are

the top element of J^(A) and \/{j(a.)\a e A+} . Observe then that the interval

[_L, \/{j(a)\a e A+}] c J(A) is order isomorphic to l-ldl(A).
We have not included the relation T = \/{j(a)\a e A+} among the defining

identities for J1'(A) for a good reason. Under the definition we have given,
J2" is a functor. If <p: A —> B is a morphism of abelian /-groups, then jb ° f

satisfies relations (Ii)—(I4) so there is a frame morphism ^f(<p) : A?(A) —> J*(B)

such that Jr((p)°jA = Jb°9 ■ The additional relation mentioned above, however,

is not compatible with all /-homomorphisms. Consider the zero morphism

from Z to Z. The /-homomorphisms with which the relation is compatible

are precisely the majorizing /-homomorphisms. See [HM] for much more about

these special maps.

2. L(¿ft) is an /-group object in Loc

We switch momentarily to locale language for convenience. We shall show

that HomLoc(JY, L(&)) is an /-group in a natural way. This is equivalent to

the existence of certain Loc morphisms defined on products of L(âê) with

itself which have properties analogous to those satisfied by /-group operations.

These will be called " /-group structure morphisms" for L(3i). The idea is

made clearer below. The results of this section are basically well known (for

example, [BM] refers to the lattice-ordered ring structure of £%), and no claim
of orginality is made. It is difficult to track down in other published sources the
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details which we discuss here, however, and since these details are needed in

subsequent sections the inclusion of this expositional material seems necessary.

If we were to accept the nonconstructive assertion 3Z — 0(R), the exis-

tence of /-group structure morphisms for L(32) could be established as fol-

lows. By the local compactness of R, LO(R x R) s LO(R) x, LO(R), see

[J], Thus, addition +: R x R —> R induces a locale morphism a: LO(R) x¡

LO(R) -> LO(R). The reader can easily check that by means of this morphism,

HomLoc( , LO(R)) is a functor from Loc to the category of groups. The sum

of two morphisms /, g e Homi^X, LO(R)) is a o (/, g). In a similar

way, the supremum operation in R induces a locale morphism 5: LO(R) x¡

LO(R) —> LO(R), and this can be used to produce a semilattice operation in

HomLoC(yV, LO(R)) which makes it an /-group.

Even nonconstructively the existence of a group structure morphism is not

trivial, since the local compactness of R is crucial. In the case of the topological

group Q of rational numbers, LO(Q x Q) is a proper sublocale of LO(Q) x¡

LO(Q), and addition does not induce a semigroup structure morphism from

LO(Q) x/ LO(Q) to LO(Q). This has been observed independently by several

people, including F. Kirwan in her 1981 Cambridge thesis, who was possibly
the first.

Constructively, it is not possible to use the algebraic operations on R to

obtain structure morphisms for 31 . Instead, we proceed as follows. Using the

notation from Example 1.2, we define maps ao: QxQ-> 31® 31, cr0 : Q x Q —►

32 ® 31, ifoiQxQ-tJ' and e0:QxQ^t by the rules:
ao((a, b)) = \j{(s, t)®(u, v)\a <s + u&t + v <b},

oo((a, b)) = (-00 ,b)®(a,b)M(a,b)® (-00, b),

n0((a,b)) = (-b, -a),
s0((a, b)) = the truth-value of the assertion: "u<0&0<Z>."

We shall prove the following lemmas:

2.1. Lemma. Each of the maps a0, o0, t]o and e0 satisfies conditions (Rx)-
(R5), hence each extends to a frame morphism with domain 3¿.

The extensions will be denoted a, a, r\ and e respectively. In order to state

the next lemma, we introduce the following auxiliary morphisms:

t = the unique morphism % —» 31,

í: 3¿ 0 3¿ -> 31 ® 3t'; U ®V ^ V ®U,
XJ:32 ®3l ^32; U ®V ^U AV (codiagonal).

2.2. Proposition. The morphisms a, o, n and s satisfy the following laws,

making 3¿ into a commutative co-l-group in Frm with addition a, join o,

minus n and zero e :

(i)   (a <g> id) o a = (id®a)oa (associativity),

(i) £ o a = a (commutativity),

(iii) (e ® id) o a = id (identity),

(iv)   Vo(7/ig)id)oa = Toe (inverses),

(v)   (a <g> id) o o = (id®er) o a (associativity),

(vi)   £ o o = a (commutativity),

(vii)   V o a = id (idempotence),

(viii)   (id ® a) o a = (V <g> id <g> id) o (id ® <* ® id) o (a ® a) o o (distributivity).

As the reader probably anticipates, the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 are quite long
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but mostly routine. We shall include enough to show the typical form the

verifications take, selecting only the more interesting parts of the proof.

Partial proof of 2.1. We show that a0 satisfies (Ri)-(R5). Conditions (Ri)

and (R5) are obvious. For (R2), let

A = {(max{j], 52}, min{/j, t2}) ® (max{«i, u2}, min{vi, v2})\

a < sx + ux & tx + vx < b &c < s2 + u2 & t2 + v2 < d}

c32®32

and let

B = {(s, t) ® (u, v)\max{a, c} <s+u&t+v < min{b, d}}.

Then a0((a, b)) A a0((c, d)) - \j A and ao((max{a, c}, min{b, d})) = \J B .
The reader should have no difficulty verifying that A and B have the same

elements.

(R3) Claim. If q > 0 is any rational and (a, b) is a generator of 3?, then

(a, b) = \/{(x, y)\a < x < y < b&y - x < q}. This follows from (R3) and
(R4) (for j) because for any rationals a' < V there exist finite sequences of

rationals a' = xx < x2 < • • • < xn and yx < y2 < ■ ■ ■ < y„ = V with jc,+i < y,

and y i - x¡ < q. To prove (R3) for a0, let a < c < b < d be any rationals

and put q = \(b-c). Consider the set S = {(s, t) ® (u, v)\a < s + u & t + v <

d&t - s < q&v - u < q} . By the claim, V^ = a0((a, d)). Now take any

(s, t)®(u,v)eS. If s + u > c, then (s, t)®(u, v) < a0((c, d)). On the other

hand, if s + u < c, then t + v < s + u + 2q < b so (s, t) ® (u, v) < ao((a, b)).

Thus a0((a, d)) = a0((a, b)) V a0((c, d)).

(R4) a0((a, b)) = \J{(s', t') ® (u', v')\3s, t, u, v : s < s' < t' < t & u < u' <

v' < v&a < s + u&t + v < b} = \/{(s', t')®(u', v')\3a', b': a < a' < b' <

b&a' <a' <s' + u'&t' + v' < b'} = \¡{a0((a', b'))\a < a' < b' < b}.   D

Partial proof of 2.2. We shall verify (i) and (viii). It is enough to check that the

maps on both sides of these equations agree on generators. For (i), one easily
computes (a®id)oa((a, b)) = y{(s, t)®(u, v)®(w , x)\a < s + u + w &t + v +

x < b} = (id®a) o a((a, b)). As for (viii), after writing out the values of the

right and left sides of this equation at a generator (a,b) e 32, one finds that

establishing equality depends on showing that certain pairs of sets (e.g., {(s, t)®

(-00, v) ® (u, v)\a < s + u&t + v < b} and {(max{s!, 52}, min{/i, t2}) ®

(ux ,vx)®(u2, v2)\tx + vx < b&a < s2 + u2&t2 + v2 < b}) have the same

supremum in 32 ®32 ®32 . This is not hard.   D

3. The Yosida locale of an abelian /-group

We begin by recalling some terms and facts about uniform convergence in an

/-group. Let A be an abelian /-group and let {a¡\i = 1,2, ...} be a sequence

of elements of A. Then {a,} is called s-uniform Cauchy (s e A+) if for all

m e N there is A € N such that m\a„ - a„>\ < s whenever n, n' > N. An

element a e A is the s-uniform limit of {a¡} if for all m e N there is A e N

suchthat m\a„-a\ <s whenever n> N, and if {a,} has an s-uniform limit, it

is said to be s-uniformly convergent. If {a¿} is s-uniform Cauchy (s-uniformly

convergent) for some s e A+ , then {a¡} is said to be relatively uniform Cauchy
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(relatively uniformly convergent). It is clear that /-homomorphisms preserve

relatively uniform Cauchy sequences and relative uniform limits.

We now define the Yosida locale. If A is an abelian /-group, let j : A+ -*

y (A) be the frame freely generated by the set A+ subject to relations (Ii)-(I4)

of Example 1.3 together with the following:
(Y) If {a¡\i = 1, 2, ...} is increasing and converges relatively uniformly to

a , then j(a) = y{j(a¡)\i =1,2,...}.
If (p: A —► B is an /-homomorphism, the map jb ° <p: A+ —> $f(B) satisfies

conditions (Ii)-(I4) and Y. Thus, there is a frame morphism %f(<p): y (A) -*

y(B) with the property that y((p) o jA = jB o<p . From this follows:

3.1. Proposition. y is a (covariant) functor from the category of abelian l-
groups to Frm.

Note that y (A) does not satisfy the relation

T = \J{j(a)\aeA+}

nor do we wish to demand this because to do so would prevent y from being

a functor from /-groups to Frm, cf. Example 1.3. In y (A), y{j(a)\a e A+}

is strictly less than T and greater than every other element.

4. Pointed /-groups and the constructive Yosida representation

The category of abelian /-groups with distinguished positive element

and distinguished-element-preserving /-homomorphisms is denoted *-/Ab. If

(A, e) is an object of *-/Ab, we define

y*(A,e)=y(A)/(j(e)~T),

i.e., y*(A, e) is the frame freely generated by the set A+ subject to relations

(I))-(I4), (Y) and the additional relation j(e) = T . From 3.1 we get

4.1. Proposition. J^* is a (covariant) functor from *-/Ab to Frm.    D

In describing the Yosida representation of (A, e), we shall make the assump-
tion that A is divisible. There is actually no loss of generality in doing this

because every abelian /-group has a divisible hull, see [BKW]. This assumption

will greatly simplify the expressions we will be writing. We could avoid the as-

sumption at the expense of making some of the notation more involved and less

intuitive, but this would take us well beyond the point of diminishing returns.

We now introduce the functor C from Frm to *-/Ab. We take C(F) to be

the /-group Hompn,,^, F) with distinguished element the unique morphism

which has the point 1: 32 —> \ as initial factor. Note that 1: 32 —► % takes

(a, b) to the truth value of " a < l&b > 1." In locale language, we are choosing

for distinguished element the "constant function 1 on the locale corresponding

to F r
The Yosida representation is a *-/Ab morphism O: (A, e) —> C(y*(A, e)).

In order to define it, begin by associating with each a e A a function O0(a) :

QxQ^y*(A,e) by putting

*0(fl)«P. Q)) = Äia - pe) V 0) A j((qe - a) V 0).

4.2. Lemma. For each aeA, O0(a) satisfies relations (R!)-(R5) of Example

1.2. Thus <D0(a) lifts to a frame morphism <f>(a): 32 ->y*(A, e).
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Proof. Proving (Ri) and (R2) for <S>o(a) is quite easy, so we omit the de-
tails. To show that <P0(a) satisfies (R3), pick rationals p, q, r and s with

p < q < r < s. Let P = j((a - pe) V 0), Q = j((a - qe) V 0), R =
j((re - a) V 0) and S = j((se - a) V 0).  Then P > Q and S > R and it
follows that O0(a)((£,r))VO0(a)((«,s)) = (PA£)V(ßAP) = PASA(i?Vß).

Now

Rv Q = j((re -a) y (a- qe) V 0)

= ./(((($(' + Q)e -a)V(a- \(r + q)e)) + \(r - q)e) V 0)

>J(\(r-q)e) = T,

which proves (R3). As for (R4), one first verifies that y{®o(d)({p' > Q'))\P <

p' <q' <q} = y{j((a-p'e) V 0)\p < p'} A y{j((q'e - a) V 0)\q' < q} . Then it
remains to show that the right-hand side is equal to j((a-pe)v0)Aj((qe-a)v0).
We shall show that y{j((q'e - a) V 0)\q' < q} = j((qe - a) V 0), leaving the
other part for the reader. If q > q', then (qe V a) + q'e < (q'e V a) + qe , so

(qe V a) - (a'e V a) <(q - q')e. This shows that the increasing sequence {((q -

A)e-a)VO\n = 1,2,...} converges ^-uniformly to ((?e-iz)VO, and the desired

conclusion follows from relation (Y). Finally, we verify (R5). It suffices to

show y{&o(a)((-n, n))\n = 1,2,...} = T. Now <D0(a)((-n» «)) = j((a +

ne) V 0) A j((ne - a) V 0) = j(((ne + a) A (ne - a)) V 0) = j((ne - \a\) V 0) =

j((e-A\a\)v0). Clearly, {(e-A\a\)\/0\n = 1,2,...} converges |a|-uniformly

to e so, by (Y), y{O0(a)((-n, n))\n = 1,2,...} = j(e) = T .   D

In order to establish the desired properties of the resulting map O: (A, e) —►
C(p"*(A, e)), a number of further lemmas are needed.

4.3. Lemma. If A is a divisible abelian l-group, x, e e A+ and n e N, then

((x-ne)VO)Ae< j¡x.

Proof Put B = x-ne. By [BKW, 1.3.10 and 1.2.24], nB A (-B) < 0. Thus
(nB - x) A (ne - x) < 0, so n(B A e) < x . Thus «((5 A e) V 0) < x, and the
lemma follows.   D

4.4. Lemma. If A is an abelian l-group, z, w e A, w > 0 and m e N, then

m

^  \z - iw\ < w V (\z\ - mw).
i=—m

Proof. The proof is by induction. The case m = 0 is clear. Let y e A. From

the inequality (y - w) A (w - y) < 0 we get y A(w - y) < w . From this, it

follows that

(*) (w V y) A \y - w\ < w V (y - w)

as can be verified by expanding \y - w\ and using some distributive laws. By a
routine calculation

\z - mw - w\ A \z + mw + w\ = \\z\ - mw -w\.

Thus, setting y = \z\ — mw in (*), we have

(w V (\z\ - mw)) A \z - mw -w\A\z + mw + w\ < w V (\z\ - mw - w).
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By the  inductive hypothesis,   the  left  side  of this  inequality  majorizes

/\{\z - iw\ \i = -m - 1, -m, ... , m + 1}, so we are done.   G

4.5. Lemma. Suppose A is a divisible abelian l-group, q e Q, n e N, and

a,beA. Let g = A(qe-(a + b)), gn = y {((\q + A)e - a) A((\q- x-)e-b)\i =

-n2, -n2 + 1, ... , n2}, H = (g V 0) A e and hn = (gn V 0) A e. Then

0 < H - hn < A(e v A\a _ ¿,|), ¡n other words, H is a relative uniform limit of

the increasing sequence {Hn}, where H„ = y{hj\j =1,2,...,«}.

Proof. Let sn = f\{\j(a - b) - Ae\ \i = -n2, -n2 + 1, ... , n2} . By a routine

calculation, g - gn = s„ . In particular, g - gn > 0, so 0 < H - hn . Also,

a direct calculation shows H - h„ < (s„ V 0) A e . By 4.4 with z = \(a - b),

w = j¡e , and m = n2, we get i„<^V (\\a — b\- ne). Thus (s„ v 0) A e <

j¡e V (((^\a - b\ - ne) V 0) A e). Applying 4.4 with x = \\a - b\, we get

(snWO) Ae < A(e v \\a - b\), and we are done.   D

We now come to the main results of this section.

4.6. Proposition. If a, b e A, then

<D(a + b) = <D(a) + <D(Z>),    4>(ö V b) = <¡>(a) V <D(¿>),    9(e) = 1

where the expressions on the right refer to the l-group operations in

HomFrm(^,r*(A,e))

induced by the co- l-group operations on 32.

Proof. Since elements of the form (-co, q) and (p, oo) generate 32, it suf-

fices to check that 0(a + b) and <D(a) + 0(b) (= V o (<p(a) ® (¡>(b)) o a)
agree at such elements, and that 0(a V b) and 9(a) v 9(b) do so too. Now

9(a + b)((-oo, q)) = j(((qe - (a + b)) V 0) and (9(a) + 9(b))((-oo, q)) =
y{j((te-a)\/0) A j((ve- b)W0)\t + v < q} . Equality in this case is immediate
from Lemma 4.5 and the defining relations for p"*(A, e). The proof of the

second assertion is similar but easier and is left to the reader, as is the trivial

verification of the third assertion.   D

We have not, up to now, made explicit mention of any special properties of

p"*(A, e). In fact, this locale is completely regular. To prove this we need to

use the well inside relation a < b and the really inside relation a < b, which

are defined on pp. 60 and 126 of [J].

4.7. Proposition. y*(A,e) is completely regular.

Proof. In any frame, a¡ < b¡, i = 1, 2, implies ax A a2 < bx A b2 and
the same is true for the really inside relation. It follows that if each b¡,

i = 1, ... , n, is a supremum of elements really inside itself, then so is

/\{bi\i = 1,...,«} . Obviously, any supremum of elements each of which

is expressible as a supremum of elements really inside it is itself expressible

in this way. Hence, it suffices to show that any generator j(a), a > 0, of
y*(A, e) is a supremum of elements really inside j(a). In fact by relation

Y, j(a) = y{j((a-Ae)v 0)\n =1,2,...,}, since |((fl - \e) VO) - a\ < x-e .

But j((a - }¡e) v 0) < j(a), as follows by observing that if p, s, q e Q and
p > s > q, then

j((a - qe) V 0) V j((se - a) V 0) = T
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and

j((a - pe) V 0) A j((se - a) V 0) = 1

so

j((a-pe)vO)<j((a-qe)vO).   D

Recall that an element e e A+ is called a weak unit if e A a = 0 for all

a e A+ implies a = 0. Also, recall that A is said to be archimedean if for all

a, s e A+, na < s for «=1,2,...  implies a = 0.

4.8. Proposition. If A is archimedean and e e A+ is a weak unit, then kerO =

{0}.
Proof. Without necessarily assuming A archimedean, suppose a e A+ and

a e ker <I>. Then for all integers n > 0,

j((a-Ae)w0) = 9(a)((A,+^))=L.

Since (a - j¡e) v 0 converges ¿-uniformly to a, we have by (Y) that j(a) =1.

Now suppose A is archimedean with weak unit e e A+ . We shall show that

{a e A+\j(a) =1} = {0^} . For this purpose, the site language of [J, pp. 57ff.]
is most convenient. View A+ as a meet semilattice with the infimum operation

that of A . Relations (I3), (I4), (Y) and j(e) = T define a coverage of A+ in

the obvious way and y*(A, e) is the frame of C-ideals. We must show that

{0,4} is a C-ideal. Now {0A} is clearly closed under sups corresponding to

(I3) and (I4). As for Y, if a sequence of 0^ 's converges relatively uniformly

to a e A+ , then ma < s e A+ for all m = 1, 2, ... , so a = 0A . Finally, the
relation j(e) = T means that each b e A+ is covered by b Ae = 0A. But if e

is a weak unit, then b A e = 0A implies b = 0A .   O

5.   /-IDEALS CLOSED UNDER RELATIVE UNIFORM LIMITS

The Yosida locale (qua frame) is, by definition, a quotient of the frame of

all /-ideals. Not surprisingly, this quotient may be described by means of a
closure operator on the frame of /-ideals. Recall [LZ, p. 427] that an /-ideal
/ of an abelian /-group A is said to be uniformly closed if every relatively

uniformly convergent sequence in / has all its relatively uniform limits in /.

Such ideals are significant because an /-group is archimedean if and only if {0}

is a uniformly closed /-ideal, and hence being uniformly closed is equivalent to

being the kernel of an /-homomorphism to an archimedean /-group. Below, we

consider the set of all uniformly closed /-ideals of A to be partially ordered by

inclusion. Since an intersection of uniformly closed /-ideals is uniformly closed,

for every element of A there is a smallest uniformly closed /-ideal containing

that element.
The reader is reminded that as of this section, no attempt is made to produce

constructive proofs.

5.1. Proposition. There is an order-preserving bijection between y(A)\{~T} and

the set of all uniformly closed l-ideals of A in which j(a) corresponds to the
smallest uniformly closed l-ideal containing a.

Proof. If J is any /-ideal of A , let J* denote the set of all x e A such that \x\
is less than the relatively uniform limit of some relatively uniformly convergent

increasing sequence of elements of J . Note that J* is an /-ideal. Define an
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ordinal sequence by setting J0 = J, Ja+X = (Ja)* and Jx = \Ja<x J<* for limit

ordinals X. The sequence eventually stabilizes. Let n(J) be the stable value.

Since n(J) = (n(J))*, n(J) is the smallest uniformly closed /-ideal containing

/, by [LZ, 60.2]. Using the easily verified fact that (Jx n J2)* = J* n J2*, it is
seen that rc(/i n J2) = n(Jx) n n(J2) ; furthermore J ç n(J) = n(n(J)). Thus
« is a nucleus on / -Idl(^4). It is easy to see that the congruence on l-\dl(A)

corresponding to « is precisely that generated by the relation Y.   D

5.2. Corollary. If A' is the archimedean reflection of A (i.e., A' = A/I, where

I is the smallest uniformly closed l-ideal of A) then y (A) = y (A').   D

5.3. Corollary. There is an order-preserving bijection between y*(A, e) and

the set of all uniformly closed l-ideals of A contained in the uniformly closed
l-ideal generated by e.   U

The following example shows that even when e is a weak unit, there may be

a proper uniformly closed /-ideal containing e. Let A be the /-group of all

(finitely) piecewise linear functions on [0, 1]. Then the function f(x) = x is

a weak unit, but the /-ideal it generates is the kernel of the map A —► R which

sends a function to its value at 0. On the other hand, if A is an archimedean

/-ring with unity e, then e is contained in no proper uniformly closed /-ideal.

To see this, let « e N, a e A+ . From a2-2na + n2e = (a —ne)2 > 0, it follows

that Aa2 > (2a - ne) V 0 = \2a - (2a A ne)\. Hence 2a is the a2-uniform limit

of the sequence 2a A ne which is in the convex /-subgroup generated by e .

6. Relationships with the classical Yosida space

In this section, we find generators and relations for the topology of the clas-

sical Yosida space X(A, e) of a pointed /-group (A, e). This is then used to

show that y*(A, e) is the quotient of the frame of opens of X(A, e) corre-

sponding to the localic intersection of the domains of reality of the functions

on X(A, e) representing A , demonstrating that y*(A, e) is indeed the same

as the Yosida locale defined in [MV2].
Let (A, e) be an archimedean /-group with weak unit e. The classical

Yosida theorem provides a canonical identification of (A, e) with an /-group

of extended real-valued functions on the compact space X(A, e) of e-maximal

/-ideals of (A, e). Under this identification the following are satisfied: each

a e A is real-valued on a dense subset of X(A, e), A separates the points

of X(A, e) and e corresponds to the constant function 1. This identification

is essentially unique, in that any identification of (A, e) with an /-group of

extended real-valued functions on a compact space X' which satisfies the above

conditions is induced from the canonical one by a homeomorphism of X(A, e)

with X'. Below, we shall treat (A, e) as a sub-/-group of D(X(A, e)) = the

extended real-valued functions on X(A, e).

Let ^(A, e) be the frame freely generated by the symbols k(a), a e A+ ,

subject to the following relations: (Ii)-(I4) of Example 1.3, k(e) = T and the

relations:
(X) if {a¡\i = 1, 2,...} is increasing and converges e-uniformly to a , then

k(a) = y{k(ai)\i=l,2,...}.

6.1. Proposition. The rule k(a) —» coz(a) ç X(A, e) induces an isomorphism

of ¡^(A, e) with the frame of opens of X(A, e).
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Proof. Since the map a -* coz(a) (a e A+) satisfies the relations defin-

ing a?(A, e) it indeed induces a frame map from Sf(A, e) to the opens of

X(A, e). This is obviously surjective, since the cozero sets of A are an open

base for X(A, e). It remains to show that the map is injective. By the proof

of 4, 3?(A, e) is a regular frame. It is a property of regular frames that every

congruence is generated by open congruences, and since an open congruence

is generated by the identification of some element with T, we just have to

check that if Uacoz(aa) = X(A,e) then V'ak(aa) = T. By compactness,

(Ja coz(aa) = coz(a]) v • • • Vcoz(a„) for some ax, ... , a„ among the aa . Then

e < X) n¡a¡ for appropriate constraints n¡, so V k(a¡) = T , by (I3).   a

The relations defining y*(A, e) are obviously stronger than those defin-

ing S?(A,e), so y*(A,e) is a quotient of Sf(A,e). Since 3f(A,e) is

regular, the kernel of the projection Sf(A, e) -» y*(A, e) is determined by

the elements of %?(A, e) sent to T. For s e A+, define fin(s) e Sf(A, e)
by fin(i) = V^Li k((ne - s) V 0). Obviously, fin(s) corresponds to the dense

open {x e X(A, e)\s(x) e R} . Let Fin(^, e) denote the least congruence on

S^(A, e) containing {fin(s) ~ T\s e A+} .

6.2. Proposition. The kernel of the projection Sf(A, e) -» y*(A, e) ; k(a) -+

j(a) is Fin(A, e).

Proof. Since the sequence {(e - j¡s) V 0|« = 1, 2, ...} converges s-uniformly
to e, the kernel clearly contains Fin(.4, e). To show that Fin(,4, e) contains

the kernel, it suffices to show that a?(A, e)/ Fin(A, e) satisfies the relations Y.

Suppose that {a¡\i = 1, 2,...} ç A+ is increasing and converges ¿-uniformly

to a. We want to show Vk(ad — k(a) (modFin(^4, e)). For a, b, x, s e

A+ , whenever a- b < As we have

aA((x-s)VO)-b A((x-s)v0)< ±x

as can be checked by verifying in Z or (with a little more work) writing a

direct proof. Setting x = ne and letting b = a¡ in this inequality shows that

a, A ((ne - s) V 0) converges e-uniformly to a A ((ne - s) V 0). Thus, by using

the frame distributive law and the defining identifies for Sf(A, e)

k((ne -s)NO)a\¡ k(at) = k((ne - s) V 0) A k(a).

Using distributivity once again

fin(i) V \l k(a¡) = fm(s) A k(a).   D

By 6.2, we may apply any of the facts about the Yosida locale proved in

[MV2] to y*(A,e). In particular, a lemma of Isbell (2.11 of [MV2]) says
that archimedean A is closed under countable composition if and only if the

localic Yosida representation 9: A -> Hom(^, y*(A, e)) is surjective. Since

A is an /-ring when it is closed under countable composition, the remarks at

the end of §5 together with 5.3 show

6.3. Corollary. Archimedean l-groups with weak unit which are closed under

countable composition are isomorphic if and only if their frames of uniformly

closed l-ideals (archimedean kernels) are isomorphic.
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7. Relations with ct-frames

The relevance of cr-frames to the topics with which this paper is concerned

has been made clear in [MVi and MV2]. The definition of the Yosida locale by

generators and relations provides an interesting perspective. Since the defining

relations involve only countable suprema, there is a reasonable sense in which

the uncountable suprema in y*(A,e) ought to be superfluous. It is possible

to use fj-frames to make this intuition precise. On the other hand, cr-frames

are not easily dealt with constructively because cardinality considerations that

arise frequently become extremely tricky without choice. This is the reason that
we have used frames rather than cr-frames in the localic Yosida theorem pre-

sented in §4. Accepting convenient set-theoretic axioms at this point, however,

the a -frame version of the localic Yosida theorem can be obtained by trivial

modification of the frame proof, as shown below.

We shall recall some basic facts. A cr-frame is a lattice with top and bottom

equipped with a countable join operation V which satisfies the distributive law

a A y B = y {a A b\b e B} for all elements a and countable subsets B . The er-

frame morphisms preserve top, bottom, finite meets and countable joins. The

category of cr-frames is varietal (albeit with an infinitary operation). Conse-

quently, limits in the category of a -frames are constructed in the category of

sets, all (small) colimits exist, monomorphisms are injective, ... etc., see [J, p.

23]. Most important here, the free cx-frame on any set exists and cr-frames,

like frames, can be presented by generators and relations.

Let A be an abelian /-group and e e A+. Define o-y(A) to be the a-

frame with the same generators and relations as y (A) and define o-y*(A, e),

a-Sf(A, e) and o-32 analogously. Note that since 32 is countably generated,

a-32 and 32 have the same elements.

It is easy to see that o-y is a functor from /-groups to cr-frames and that

o-y* and o-Sf are functors from pointed /-groups to cr-frames. Since the

proofs of 2.2, 4.2, 4.3, 4.7, 4.8 and 6.2 involve only countable suprema, the obvi-

ous analogues for cr-frames are true. In particular, o-£f(A, e) and o-y* (A, e)

are regular. Since a regular cr-frame is normal, 4.7 can actually be strengthened.

An element x of a frame is called countable if x < y B implies x < B'

for some countable subset B' < B . Noting that o-y*(A, e) and a-Sf(A, e)

may be identified with the subsets of y*(A, e) and Sf(A, e) accessable as

countable suprema of generators, it is trivial to deduce that these are exactly

the countable elements of y*(A, e) and 3?(A, e). In particular, from results

in [MVi], it follows that y*(A, e) is cr-coherent, hence Lindelöf.

Recall that coz denotes the functor from frames to cr-frames which associates

with a frame its <7-frame of cozero elements. From 2.1 of [MVi], and 3.1 of

[MV2], we get

7.1. Proposition, (a) The functor a-Sf is naturally equivalent to cozoSf, so in

particular a-Mf(A, e) is isomorphic to the o-frame of cozero sets of X(A, e).

(b) The functor o-y* is naturally equivalent to cozoy*.

(c) o-y* and Hom(J_frarne(cr-^', _ ) give an equivalence between the category

of regular a-frames and the category of weak-unital archimedean l-groups closed

under countable composition.   D

Part (c) fulfills a promise made in [MV2] just after the statement of Propo-

sition 3.1.
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